254	Leather Working
Oil dressed.	Value.	Fee.
Right Buffe1	....    335.4^.—155.	each .    yd.
Counterfeit Buffe   .         .         .         .135. 4$.—75.      ,,     .    yd.
Right Shamoise     ....     305. the doz.	.         .     yd.
Counterfeit   „        .         .         .         .145.       ,,	.         .yd.
Sheep	„        .         .         .         .8s.         ,,	.         .    3J<1
Lamb	„        .        .        .        .6s.         „	.         .    fyd.
Right Spannish skins -   .         .         .    305.       ,,	.	yd
Counterfeit Spannish skins of goat
and buck  .....    3/2.        ,,	.         .    7$.
Counterfeit Spannish sheep skins     .125.       ,,	.         .     ^d.
Right Cordovan skins     .         .         .    405.       ,,	.         .     i^d.
Seal skins dressed	.         .         .    405.       ,,	.         .yd.
Stagge skins,3  English,  Scottish,  as
big as buffyn, dressed like buffe   .     125. each	.         .    6d.
Stag skins, Irish, dressed like buffe .    3/4. the doz.	.         .     i id.
Buck and doe, dressed like buffe      .    405.       ,,	.         .     i^d,
Calf skins, in like sort     .         .         .165.       ,,	.         .yd.
A number of trades, such as glovers, saddlers, purse-
makers, girdlers, and bottlemakers, used leather, but
the most important class were the shoemakers. They
in turn were divided into a number of branches, at the
head of which stood the cordwainers, who derived their
name from having originally been workers of Cordovan
leather, but were in actual practice makers of the better
class of shoes.4 At the other end were the cobblers, or
menders of old shoes. Elaborate regulations were made
in London in 1409 to prevent these two classes trespass-
ing on one another's preserves.5 The cobbler might
1	Right Buffe were made from ' Elke Skynnes or Hand hides
brought out of Muscovia or from by Est' ;  the counterfeits were
of horse, ox, and stag skins.    Lansd. MS., 74, f. 53.
2	The price given for Spanish skins is probably an error ; possibly
the values of the ' right' and ' counterfeit' are reversed.
8 In 1347 the London white tawyers charged 6s. Bd. for working
a dyker [a packet of ten] of Scottes stagges or Irysshe ', and los
for the ' dyker of Spanysshe stagges '. Riley, Mems. of London, 234.
4	Corveiser was a still more common name for a shoemaker.
5	Riley, Mems. of London, 572-3.

